AlsoEnergy Portfolio Aggregation Solution

Reduce costs, improve efficiency by standardizing on a single platform for asset management and operational oversight. Aggregate data from legacy, disparate systems and native AlsoEnergy solutions into a single platform.

A singular view of your entire project portfolio
Understand the performance of the entire fleet and return on investment with the ability to see all the data on a single platform.

Collect and clean data across your portfolio
• High data quality
• No spreadsheets
• One platform to see all your assets

Reduce costs
• Get up to speed faster
• Improve data accuracy
• Eliminate manual data entry

Improve efficiency
• Streamline business processes
• Keep records, track compliance, and more from a single data source
• Work with existing site hardware and software
• Acquire legacy assets as your company grows

Improve efficiency with a unified management platform
Make asset management simpler and more cost effective by standardizing around a single, complete application.

Streamlined business process
• A single platform for all data to drive consistency in KPIs and reporting
• One provider for hardware, software, services, support
• Performance alerts and stakeholder reports across all assets
• A partnership that can grow with your company

One source for all data
• Cross-fleet performance optimization
• Compliance tracking
• CMMS and O&M management

Easily integrate fleet data
• Work with existing software providers
• Connect via API integration or direct communication with existing DAS, SCADA
• Leverage full-service hardware, software, services solutions where needed

Optimize asset availability
• Increase yield by pinpointing and addressing areas of low performance
• Understand maintenance cost drivers with integrated CMMS
• Analyze and identify poor performance trends early

Intelligent alerting
• Real-time insight, anywhere, anytime
• Industry-leading actionable alerts
• Create work orders from alerts

Management mapping
• High-performance verification
• Flag deficiencies instantly
• Organization-wide collaboration
Prioritize the key elements of success
Establish a single, integrated platform across all asset and workgroups to understand sites that are operating to plan and those that are not, setting priorities according to actionable insights.

Real-time management
• Quickly identify high-impact exceptions
• Schedule and track truck rolls
• Link field and back office activities

Actionable alerts
• Powerful, intelligent, efficient
• Minimized nuisance alerts
• Device or system-level diagnostics

Configurability
• Customizable screens
• Hardware systems and data management system integration
• Third-party software integration

Drive process efficiency
Get normalized data consistent across the fleet so you can report and analyze without having to navigate through different data types.

Configurable
• Best-in-class decision support
• All data intelligence from one source
• Custom exception triggers

Intelligent
• Advanced graphing and modeling
• Detailed historical and real-time analysis
• Automated, multi-point, cross-portfolio health checks

Empowering
• Combine all performance alerts and stakeholder reports
• Categorize performance issues and prioritize action
• 360° project and portfolio view

To find out more or schedule a demo, contact us at alsoenergy.com